Leaving the Last Ice Age

T

he slow but relentless buildup of ice for about
100 thousand years in the Northern Hemisphere
stopped abruptly around 20 thousand years ago.
Over the next 10 thousand years, global-mean surface temperature rose by 4°C, the ice sheets receded quickly, and sea
level rose by over 120 meters, ending the latest ice age cycle.
The waxing and waning of the ice sheets has been the hallmark of climate variability over the past 2 to 3 million years.
The now widely accepted astronomical theory of ice ages holds
that glacial cycles are caused by variations in the amount and

distribution of incoming solar radiation due to Earth’s varying
orbit. Were the variations in Earth’s tilt and orbit, however, sufficient for this last meltdown, which yielded a climate for mankind to settle in North America and northern Europe? Or was
CO2 an essential player, and if yes, what paced the glacial CO2
variation?
Ice sheets form as a result of a delicate balance between ice
loss through melting and calving, and ice gain through snowand rainfall. Both gains and losses are determined by how components of the Earth system respond to variations in Earth’s

Ice sheet interacting with the lithosphere, ocean, atmosphere, and land surface (illustrated by Nancy Hulbirt, SOEST Publication Services after a
sketch by Axel Timmermann).
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Figure 1. a) Simulated Northern Hemisphere (NH) ice sheet volume in meters sea level equivalent (msle) from the control run with both orbital and
greenhouse gas (GHG) forcing (thick black), only GHG forcing (red, fixed LGM orbit), and only orbital forcing (blue, fixed LGM GHGs). Reconstructed
NH ice volume (dashed line, ICE5G), and reconstructed global sea level changes (grey crosses for coral record from Barbados, light grey shading for
reconstructions from foraminiferal oxygen isotopes); b) Simulated ice volume rate of change averaged over the ice sheet area due to accumulation
(light blue area), ablation (beige area), basal melting and calving (green area), and their net effect (thick black line) from the control run; c) Proxyreconstructed atmospheric CO2 concentration, which was used to drive the model. d) Precessional index (black, high values indicate Northern Hemisphere summers closer to the sun), and obliquity (dashed blue).

orbit. To list a few: winds and their moisture impact the amount
of snowfall and thus ice accumulation, while the shape and
height of ice sheets, in turn, affect the atmospheric circulation
and precipitation. Even if an ice sheet grows at its surface, greater pressure at its base or geothermal heating can cause basal
melting. Basal melting can trigger ice sheet calving. Resulting
meltwater can contribute to soil moisture, affecting vegetation
and evaporation, or to river discharge into the ocean, affecting
the ocean circulation. Representing these processes in climate
models is challenging.
IPRC’s Postdoctoral Fellow Malte Heinemann, Faculty
Axel Timmermann, Assistant Researcher Oliver Elison
Timm together with and Ayako Abe-Ouchi and Fuyuki Saito
from JAMSTEC set out to meet this challenge by coupling the
atmosphere, ocean, sea ice, soil, and vegetation components of
LOVECLIM to the Ice Sheet Model for the Integrated Earth
System Studies (IcIES) developed at JAMSTEC by Ayako
Abe-Ouchi and Fuyuki Saito. The Earth system model iLOVE
was born, and with it the first continuous 3-dimensional simulation covering the past 78 thousand years of interactions between ice sheets and climate.
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The team initialized iLOVE with the approximate climate
conditions and ice-sheet height 78 thousand years before present, prescribing the orbital path and reconstructed greenhousegas concentrations since then until the present. The resulting
simulated evolution of Northern Hemisphere ice volume agrees
well with sea-level reconstructions (Figure 1a).
From 78 thousand years before present through the final
stage building up to the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), a delicate balance—the magnitudes of gain and loss being much
larger than the differences between them—characterizes the
simulated evolution of the ice sheet. Then around 28 thousand
years ago, when obliquity increased from its minimum value,
calving accelerated and the rate of the net ice sheet buildup
slowed (Figure 1b).
This phase appears to signal the beginning of the end of
ice buildup. Ice loss overtakes ice gain with stronger irradiance
during Northern Hemisphere summer—first from increasing
obliquity and then from increasing precession. The ice-age
ending starts just before CO2 increases in the model. That is, the
trigger for the meltdown was a change in solar radiation.

Around 11 thousand years ago, the iLove simulation
shows an opening between the Cordilleran ice sheet and the
retreating Laurentide ice sheet (Figure 2). The emerging land
corridor has been thought to be a way for humans to cross
from eastern Siberia, across the Bering Strait into North
America. By around 10 thousand years ago, the Laurentide ice
sheet in iLOVE has retreated beyond Lake Winnipeg and the
Great Slave Lake in northwestern Canada, in agreement with
global ice sheet reconstructions produced by W. R. Peltier at
the University of Toronto.
To determine the roles of greenhouse gas variations and
orbital forcing in glacial dynamics, the scientists ran a series of
deglacial sensitivity experiments with iLOVE, starting with the
initial conditions of 21 thousand years ago. When atmospheric
CO2 concentrations are not increased but kept at LGM values
and only Earth’s orbit is allowed to vary (blue line in Figure 1
a, c, d), the Northern Hemisphere ice volume decreases from
21 thousand to about 9 thousand years ago. When, however, in
this simulation obliquity and summer insolation decrease once
again, the ice sheet recovers and reaches at present-day almost
the extent it had during the Last Glacial Maximum. Thus, even
though changes in insolation triggered the melting, they were
not enough to end the ice age. The scientists conclude that
without the rise in CO2, mile-high ice sheets would still today
cover large parts of North America.
The iLOVE results also show that the global mean temperature rise during the last glacial termination was largely
LGM

controlled by the deglacial CO2 rise and only to a smaller de-

gree by the albedo changes from the retreating ice sheets.
“Our study supports the astronomical theory of ice ages,”
concludes Malte Heinemann. “Shifts in Earth’s orbit triggered
the initial melting of the North American and Eurasian ice
sheets. However, according to our model, CO2 was a key player
during the following deglaciation. Without the rising CO2, our
present climate would be about 3°C colder, with an ice sheet
covering large parts of North America.”
“A puzzle remains,” says Axel Timmermann. “How does
orbital forcing influence the carbon cycle and the glacial-scale
variability of atmospheric CO2 concentrations? The IPRC

team is currently exploring several options, including sea-iceinduced changes of ventilation in the Arctic Ocean and the
Southern Ocean.”
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Figure 2. Ice sheet thickness and surface height as simulated in iLOVE for the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, 19,000 years ago in the model), 11,000
years ago, present, and for a hypothetical present assuming that GHG concentrations had not risen by about 100ppm during the deglaciation (GHG
concentrations fixed at LGM values).
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